
Cinamon Holding, headquartered in Tallinn, is one of the leading 
cinemas in the Baltic States
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“We want to make the cinema an experience not only with a good 
and fresh selection of films, but also with the coziness, top technology 
and comfort of interior architecture.”

— Toomas Luhats, Cinamon Holding Commercial Director 

PERCo ST-01 speed gates were chosen to ensure security and automated tickets control. High 
speed operation of the turnstiles provides a comfortable passageway for 60 people per minute, 
while their modern design fits to the interiors of Cinamon cinemas. Cinamon Holding has chosen 
Ghost Intelligence Ltd to organize the access control in all the cinemas. 

Cinamon's new cinema concept and interior design is developed 
by Jan Skolimowski from the architectural firm KAMP Arhitektid, 
prize winner of prestigious award of the Estonian Association of 
Architects 2016.



"We cannot yet reveal all our secrets, but it will become Estonia's 
most fashionable cinema. We can't accept less because Cinamon's 
goal is to be innovative."

— Tatiana Tolstaya, head of Cinamon Holding 

Ghost Intelligence has installed ST-01 speed gates and has customized them according to the 
requirements of cinemas.

Turnstiles were equipped with barcode 
scanners: access to the cinema is allowed 
only by presenting a valid ticket.

To make it more comfortable for the visitors 
speed gates were fitted with with a special 
extended glass cover for food and beverages. 



Cinamon Alfa - Riga, Latvia

Cinamon Mega - Kaunas, Lithuania

Cinamon Redi - Helsinki, Finland

Cinamon T1 - Tallinn, Estonia

Cinamon Tasku - Tartu, Estonia

Project: Cinamon cinema chain

Helsinki
Tallinn
Tartu
Riga
Kaunas

Installation: Ghost Intelligence ghost-intelligence.com

Equipment: ST-01 speed gates

PERCo - security equipment manufacturer

www.perco.com                                                 youtube.com/user/percoweb                                export@perco.com

Export to 90 countries worldwide

State-of-the-art manufacturing facilities30 years in the security market

Warranty period - 5 years

Technical support and training Warehouses in Russia and EU   
(The Netherlands and Estonia)


